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Sample Pop Quiz 2021
1

Graham Norton quit his Saturday morning show on BBC Radio 2 at the
end of last year to take up a new post of which rival station?

VIRGIN RADIO

2

Which musical instrument is often referred to as the old Joanna?

PIANO

3

In which city did Madonna perform at the Live Aid concert in 1985?
London or Philadelphia?

PHILADELPHIA

4

Who brought all the boys to the yard with her 2003 single 'Milkshake'?

KELIS

5

Which line follows ‘Loving would be easy if your colours were like my
dreams’ in Culture Club’s 1983 single, ‘Karma Chameleon’?

RED GOLD AND GREEN

Bernard Sumner, who celebrated his 65th birthday earlier this year, is best
known as front man of which Manchester band?

NEW ORDER

What was the name of Ernie’s horse that pulled the fastest milk cart in the
west?

TRIGGER

8

A cover of which Gloria Jones song was 1981’s best-selling single?

TAINTED LOVE

9

Which artist's ‘Blinding Lights’ has been named as both the UK’s best-selling
single and most-streamed song of 2020?
THE WEEKND

10

Noel Gallagher formed which band after the break-up of Oasis?

HIGH FLYING BIRDS

11

Which R&B star was awarded a MBE in the 2021 New Year Honours List
following a career revival?

CRAIG DAVID

Which of the following band is not from Sheffield? Arctic Monkeys, Def
Leppard, Reverend And The Makers or Shed 7?

SHED 7 (York)

13

Which pop duo were ‘Homeward Bound’ in 1966?

SIMON AND GARFUNKEL

14

Rickenbacker introduced a signature 4004LK model of bass guitar in
honour of whom?

LEMMY KILMISTER

15

In 1984, ‘Break My Stride’ gave which one-hit-wonder his only chart hit?

MATTHEW WILDER

16

Which rock band was formed in LA in 1981 by Lars Ulrich and James
Hetfield?

METALLICA

17

Who had the Christmas No.1 single last year, for the third year running?

LADBABY

18

Which singing brother and sister performed together for the first time
at the 2005 Brit Awards?

DANIEL & NATASHA
BEDINGFIELD

19

What sort of romance gave Lady Gaga a chart-topping single?

BAD ROMANCE

20

In 1976, promoter, Bill Graham, offer $30million for which band to re-form
for a one-off tour?

BEATLES
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7

12

TB In which year did Pink tie the knot with the motocross star Carey Hart on a
beach in Costa Rica?

2006
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